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Abstract—Due to power and I/O constraints associated with
extreme scale scientific simulations, in situ visualization and
analysis to will become a critical component to scientific discovery.
The options for extreme scale visualization and analysis are often
presented as a stark contrast: write files to disk for interactive,
exploratory analysis, or perform in situ analysis to save data
products about phenomena that a scientists knows about in
advance. In this video demonstrating large-scale visualization
of MPAS-Ocean simulations, we leveraged a third option based
on ParaView Cinema, which is a novel framework for highly
interactive, image-based in situ visualization and analysis that
promotes exploration.

I.

In this video depicting a large-scale Model for Prediction
Across Scales (MPAS) Ocean simulation, we leveraged a third
option based on ParaView Cinema [1], which is a novel
framework for highly interactive, image-based in situ visualization and analysis that promotes exploration. This interactive
exploration - so important to scientific discovery - is supported
in a meaningful manner (beyond simple animation of in situ
products). ParaView Cinema effectively preserves the ability to
interactively explore the same “operation space” defined at the
start of the problem, so that data elements can be combined
in much the same way they could in the original ParaView
post-processing tool.

I NTRODUCTION

Extreme scale (≥ 1015 FLOPS) supercomputing is here
today or just over the horizon. These massive computing
systems require scientist to change the manner in which they
visualize and analyze simulation results. Until recently, data, at
somewhat smaller scales, have been primarily stored or moved
to another machine for post-processing. Moving forward, the
standard post-processing techniques will not be able to effectively scale due to availability of storage and relatively slow
increase in both storage and network bandwidth.
In situ techniques that visualize and analyze simulation data
in simulation memory show a promising path forward. Up to
now, in situ approaches typically operate on a predefined set
of visualizations and analyses. In order for in situ visualization
and analysis to meet scientist needs at extreme scale, it
should: 1) preserve important elements of the simulations, 2)
significantly reduce the data needed to preserve these elements,
and 3) offer as much flexibility as possible for post-processing
exploration.

Fig. 1. MPAS-Ocean simulation indicating isosurfaces that represent the
locations of water masses within the ocean of temperature colored by salinity.

Imagery is on the order of 106 in size, whereas extreme
scale simulation data is on the order of ≥ 1015 in size.

This provides the scientist with nearly ≤ 109 images to
facilitate capture, curation, and exploration of important elements (features) in the simulation. ParaView Cinema is an
exploration tool of a traditional in situ mode, but we sample
the visualization and analysis parameter space, such as camera
positions, operations, parameters to operations, etc. to produce
a set of images stored in a data-intensive database.
The simulation depicted in the video is a run of MPASOcean. MPAS is a new software framework for the rapid
development of climate model components on unstructured
grids. The grids may be quasi-uniform or variable density, on
a spherical or rectangular domain, and may use quadrilateral
cells, triangle cells, or Voronoi tessellations. MPAS variable
density grids are particularly well suited to regional climate
simulations. MPAS is developed cooperatively by Los Alamos
National Laboratory and the National Center for Atmospheric
Research for the purpose of decadal to century-long climate
change research, as well as short-term weather forecasting.
In particular, we are demonstrating results from the MPASOcean model component, which was publicly released in
2013 [2]. The visualization shows a high-resolution global
ocean simulation with realistic topography, using 1.8 million
horizontal 15 km-sized grid cells and 40 vertical levels. Ocean
currents and eddy activity compare well with observations [3].
These simulations are typically run on 6000 processors, and
achieve two simulated years per wall clock day. At this resolution, file output sizes present difficulties for traditional postprocessing analysis and visualization workflows. In addition,
using ParaView Cinema, the visualizations and analyses are
derived from full-resolution data with high accuracy.
In Figure 1, the isosurfaces of temperature and salinity
indicate the locations of water masses within the ocean.
Water masses, with names like North Atlantic Deep Water
and Antarctic Bottom Water, occur within specific ranges of
temperature and salinity. These visualizations allow oceanographers to view the pathways and extents of these water masses,
and compare them to observed climatology. Meandering ocean
jets and eddies are visible as perturbations to these visualization objects.

Creation of New Visualizations. Our approach supports
the creation of new visualization by combining images using
depth ordering information. Tikhonova et al [6] also supports
the creation of new visualizations from their database using interpolation. When compositing images with opaque geometry
results will be pixel accurate whereas with image interpolation
some loss is expected. The idea for compositing visualization
results evolved from the long history of parallel compositing
techniques that enable scalable interactive visualization [9].
Metadata and Content Searching. Recent work by Subrahmaniam [10] identifies issues and future research directions
for multimedia databases. Responding to ParaView Cinema’s
unique access patterns we created our own image database.
When we create imagery in situ we save camera positions, time
steps, details about the visualization operators, and statistics
about the data. Directly storing analysis results and how they
are created is important and encompasses our connection to
provenance systems, such as VisTrails [11].
Image content queries support querying about the visual
weight of the objects in the generated visualization. There
are many approaches to calculating the statistics of the 2D
projection of a set of 3D objects [12]. Related to our approach,
Jun Tao et al [13] computes a collection streamline images,
applies an image quality metric to select an optimal viewpoint.
Our approach extends this work by virtue of being in situ and
our ability to change our evaluation metric dynamically with
a scientist generated query.
III.

A PPROACH

Exploratory, interactive post-processing visualization and
analysis will still be essential for scientific discovery at extreme
scale. First, the debugging use-case while developing new
simulators requires exploratory visualization and analysis support. Second, the collaboration use-case for colleagues without
equal computing resources need exploratory visualization and
analysis support. Finally, the transition use-case for existing
simulators demands a transition path from terascale/petascale
(1012 /1015 FLOPS) to extreme scale.
A. From Simulation Data To Image Database

II.

R ELATED W ORK

ParaView Cinema has a number of contributions, while
building on a vast amount of previously disseminated results.
Therefore, we quickly review related work for interactive exploration databases, creating new visualizations and metadata
and content searching.
Interactive Exploration Database. The large image collection is produced from a structured sampling of time steps,
visualization operators and camera positions. One option for
the management of this large image collection is to compress them into movies. Chen et al [4] and Kageyama and
Yamada [5] used this approach. ParaView Cinema extends
these approaches by support compositing of images to create
new visualizations as well as metadata and content searching.
Tikhonova et al in [6], [7], [8] represent data as a collection
of proxy images. Combining the approaches would support
additional data compression, flexibility and exploration possibilities.

ParaView Cinema utilizes ParaView [14], a modern visualization and analysis tool used around the world in postprocessing for advanced modeling and simulation workflows
of extremely large data sets leveraging distributed memory
computing resources.

Fig. 2.
The advanced selection interface enables the scientist to adjust
visualization and analysis operators and how to sample the parameters space.

When starting an analysis based on ParaView Cinema, the
scientist will define a desired set of visualization and analysis
operators using a test data set and ParaView. Next, the scientist
uses the advanced selection interface, shown in Figure 2, to
make sophisticated prioritized decisions for the production of
analysis output.
Using the Exploration settings section, the scientists determines: how often to perform in situ analysis, what visualization
and analysis objects to create, and how to sample the visualization object parameter space. The Camera settings section
allows the scientist to describe how to sample the camera
space by defining a camera manager, and making appropriate
selections for θ and φ sampling. In the Image settings section,
the scientists select the image sampling (resolution) and the
the image type ( raw data TIFF format or compressed lossless
data PNG format). The results of these choices are constantly
updated in the Cost estimate section. The costs are reported
as the number of images, the image size, the collection size,
and the additional computational time.

B. New Visualizations and Content Querying
ParaView Cinema utilizes real-time compositing to create an experience reminiscent of interactively exploring the
simulation resulting data itself. The visualization and analysis
object compositing allows the scientist to reason about their
simulation results from visualization space as opposed to the
explorations offered from other image space rendering and
sampling tools. But it’s the user experience that significant enhances ParaView Cinema capabilities seemingly beyond those
available in traditional post-processing tools. Complicated,
computationally intensive visualization and analysis algorithms
run in constant time, from a end-user perspective, using the
precomputed images and analysis products.

As simulations progress towards extreme scale, scientists
will operate in a constrained storage and bandwidth environment. Hence, the sampling of the parameter and camera
space will require prioritization by the scientist to fit within a
storage/bandwidth budget. ParaView Cinema was designed to
operate within these constraints.
The output of the advanced selection interface, see Figure 2, is an in situ visualization and analysis Python script
that implements the defined selections. For the in situ visualization and analysis, we leverage ParaView Catalyst, an
open-source in situ (and other use cases) data visualization
and analysis optimized C++ library, which includes an API
for C, FORTRAN, Python and C++. Catalyst is designed to
be tightly coupled with simulation codes, and can be directly
embedded into parallel simulation codes to perform scalable
in situ data visualization and analysis at run time.

Fig. 4. The interactive exploration, enabled by the ParaView Cinema graphical
user interface (GUI), pulling resulting image and analysis products from the
interactive exploration database.

The interactive exploration database currently supports
three elements and two modes of interaction, depicted in Figure 4. The three elements of interaction are time, (visualization
and analysis) objects, and camera. The modes of interaction
are: animation; where the interaction sequence through time,
objects and camera; and selection, where the scientist select
or query time, objects, and camera.

Fig. 3. ParaView Catalyst generalizes to many simulation codes through the
use of adaptors. Adaptors translate the data structures of the simulation into
VTK-based data structures the Catalyst library can process.

Finally, as the simulation runs, the image results are
ingested into the database. By this we mean, that the metadata,
image provenance (i.e. a search-able description of how the
image was created – the simulation, the input deck, and
which operators were applied), and the image uniform resource
locator (URL). There is potentially no need to move the
potentially large image data around in bulk.

Fig. 5. The user interface of the scientist defined visualization pipeline for
visualization object (Earth core, temperature contours, and salinity contours)
compositing.

We can automatically display multiple objects from visualization space by selecting the associated (time, objects, and
camera) image and analysis products from the database and
composing them together. ParaView Cinema does not require
the scientist to do this manually through a database query.
Instead, the scientist uses a GUI, depicted in Figure 5, that
emulates an application like ParaView to create an experience
similar to exploring raw simulation data.
In Figure 5: the Eyes indicate visualization and analysis
objects that can be interactively turned on and off; the Plus
allows for selection and coloring of specific contour objects;
and the Time, Phi and Theta controls allow for either selection
or animation of these elements.
In addition, by leveraging the metadata associated with
the image and analysis products in the interactive exploration
database, ParaView Cinema allows the scientist to execute
metadata queries (or browse visualization and analysis objects)
to produce a prioritized sequence of matching results, as
demonstrated in Figure 6. The metadata, produced by the in
situ visualization and analysis Python script, includes data
properties of the simulation data, such as histograms, as well
as image properties.

elements, and 3) to offer as much flexibility as possible for
post-processing exploration.
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